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This presentation is about a six-year education research and design project in Eastern Kentucky
(KY), funded by the National Science Foundation, where we are currently in year four. The first
three years of the project was called “Tough as Nails, Nimble Fingers: Developing a K-8 Coding
Pathway for Kentucky Appalachia” and the next three years is called “Drawing on Kinship:
Rurally Sustaining Computational Thinking Pathways.” A key goal of both projects is to
understand how important principles in computing can be taught in elementary and middle
schools in Eastern KY, in ways that are responsive to local culture and values.

The project is an ever-expanding partnership. The project organizers are shown below, and
come from Floyd County Schools, Pikeville Independent School District, software development
start-up Bit Source, all located in Eastern KY, as well as Throughlines Edu in Pittsburgh, PA, and
Digital Promise which has a national and global reach.
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Just a few photos of our beautiful setting in Eastern KY, in case you might not have had the
pleasure of visiting. Our partner Floyd County Schools has about 5,500 students district wide,
and we are working with their 8 schools at the K-8 level. Pikeville Independent School District
has approximately 1,200 students in their elementary and high school. The second set are
photos of computing-related initiatives at Pikeville Independent depicting some of their
computing related education initiatives from around 2020, and similarly (the third set) are
scenes from Floyd County Schools from around the same time.
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As background, computing education is a statewide focus for KY. Every student is expected to
meet the technology standards, where technology is no longer about keyboarding and knowing
how to use spreadsheets, but includes competencies such as “computational thinker.” There are
also standards for computer science, for students who elect to take these classes.

However, our “why” focuses on not just on teaching essential skills that undergird computing
(which we call “computational thinking”), but whether/how we can relate that to the maker,
tinkerer, innovator, problem-solver heritage that exists in Eastern KY. We hypothesize that
highlighting the connections will support students more holistically, and more powerfully, and
might even have some positive ripple effects to parents and the broader community.
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So this project is not “just” a computing education project. More fundamentally it’s a project that
works towards a future of Eastern KY and aligned with guiding principles of civic imagination.

Sam Ford summarizes the core insight of civic imagination in 3 sentences. (Note: I’ve stolen and
adapted those for this presentation, changing “people” to “educators,” so that is what the
asterisk in the slide indicates). The first is “Educators can’t work towards a future if they can’t
see it first.” 20 years ago, the three futures teachers tended to imagine for their students were
“teacher, minor, nurse.” This first key idea of civic imagination says that educators must have a
concrete view of the future, in order for them to work towards it. What might be their vision
today?
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Fortunately, there was already work happening to envision futures, especially among local
business leaders. Bit Source and Shaping Our Appalachian Region, among others, were
spearheading economic revitalization efforts. As seen in the slide below, there were some
business leaders imagining a future for the region.

Of course, the business and education communities tend to be siloed. So as seen in this slide
(below), to help K-8 teachers envision a shared future alongside the business community, we’ve
so far conducted 4 types of activities:

● Talks & field trips to familiarize teachers with local innovators.

● A Civic Imagination Workshop this February – where Sam Ford, Dr. Sangita Shresthova,
Mary Slone and others helped teachers tap into the ingenuity of their family members
and imagine how those might translate into their students’ futures.

● Finally, teachers can also get a powerful image of the future when they witness students
like 8th grader Coleman over here, who impressively connected and engaged with a Bit
Source software developer during our teacher training this summer.
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Civic imagination tells us that it’s not enough to just imagine a future, that educators have to see
themselves as part of that future. Our project has supported this in mainly two ways. The first
way is through providing hands-on, project-based trainings on computational thinking, led by
other K-8 teachers who work in similar contexts. For the first three years, we were extremely
blessed to have a STEAM teachers from Pittsburgh, with about 10 years of this type of teaching
experience, train our teachers in Eastern KY. The second way is having folks from local
industries explain how computing-related skills are important in their sector, and how K-8
teachers play a role. These interactions have led teachers to see their role more clearly in
shaping Eastern KY’s future.

The third important idea of civic imagination is that “educators need to feel a sense of agency or
permission to help shape that future.” We are happy to report that there is a lot of agency to go
around with regards to computational thinking education and shaping the future. These quotes
are examples that show how educators appear to have agency to shape the future of their
students.
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This set of bar graphs is another example. They show teacher survey responses from 2022 that
suggest that they no longer perceive barriers to integrating computational thinking into their
classrooms (whereas this was not the case when they entered into the project).

Here (below) are examples of how our project tried to foster a sense of agency or permission. I
think we did this by repeatedly creating multiple, low-risk high-reward opportunities where
educators’ perspectives matter, and emphasizing that we’re doing this together. We say to the
teachers and to each other: “we’re working towards this shared future vision with all of us in it,
we don’t know what the answer is, can you try things out to help us, no big deal if it doesn’t work
out, but it could be really amazing if it does.” So we started with micro-lesson implementations,
then some teachers were comfortable enough to present their work, and now there are about
twenty who are working on designing much more complex lessons. Currently nearly twenty
teachers are designing and implementing project-based lessons that aim to incorporate
computational thinking, heritage, and storytelling. And we’re proud to say that this summer, we
had two E KY teachers shift from learner to trainer, and teach 15 new teachers in Eastern KY
what they learned from the Pittsburgh teachers.
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Civic imagination will continue to guide computing education in Eastern KY. It importantly
reminds us that a shared future for everyone in Eastern KY is the driver of our efforts, and
computational thinking provides a supplementary role. We have some next steps, and a lot of
work ahead of us, but are excited to be moving forward together. Thank you for listening.
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How to Share This Presentation
The information presented in this document is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License and may be adopted, remixed, or used as inspiration for your own innovation efforts. Follow these
attribution guidelines as you use and share this information.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.ast
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